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Hello families of enrichment students - Happy New Year to all!  As 
we navigate our second year of implementation of our Schoolwide 
Enrichment Model (SEM) at GMMS, and continue to create the 
framework for our program development, I’d like to write to 
inform you of our work to date in our numerous enrichment 
classes and enrichment clusters established throughout the school 
year.   

 
Schoolwide Enrichment Clusters :   All students at GMMS have the opportunity to participate in two seven-week sessions of 
enrichment clusters.  Clusters provide students with an opportunity to explore an area of interest where teachers and students 
work together around common interest areas in a creative atmosphere.  Sessions offer the opportunity to infuse scholarly 
material and the know-how of practicing professionals with many students creating a final product around their chosen interest 
areas.  This fall 28 clusters were run and 11 students acted as cluster leaders, working in tandem with teachers.  Our late winter 
cluster session is underway with 31 cluster options for students to choose from, and 20 student leaders.  The student leadership 
role offers interested students an opportunity to practice overseeing a cluster in an area they are passionate about, offering 
suggestions to student participants, and guiding them from brainstorming ideas to correcting mistakes to finished products. 

 

 
 

 
Creative Writing & Literary Analysis 6/7/8 

Students from grades six, seven and eight participating in our creative writing & 
literary analysis class are learning that writing is hard work, writing is thinking, 
and revision is the key to good writing.  Students are identifying style and tone in 
writing so that they may begin to find and develop their own writer’s voice, 

analyze and view various types and styles of writing, and understand the importance of building a 
community of writers.  Both poetry and prose have been crafted in classes, and many students have submitted at least 
one piece of writing to a number of different writing competitions:  Letters about Literature personal reflective letters; 
DAR American History Essay/creative nonfiction; Future Problem Solvers of CT 1,500-word futuristic scenarios; and 
artwork, poetry and prose to the CT Student Writers Magazine.  We are anxiously awaiting word on student recognition 
and are pleased to announce a first place award in the DAR American History Essay - 7th grade student Sydney Henry! 

Students have been presented with a variety of select pieces from a range of genres to continue to expand their knowledge around 
literary texts and analyze and discuss different pieces, and have been provided with excellent book resources to continue their 
literary explorations. 
 
Math/Science 7 & 8 Enrichment 
7 -  Students have learned about the exceptional contribution of Leonardo daVinci, a 
polymath, and have developed their own daVinci journals.  With a focus on three of the 
traits of critical thinking (inquiry, creativity, reflection) students have identified an 
ology or ography of their choice  to study and conducted a Type II investigation around  a 
topic of interest.  Research has been conducted with various sources used, notes taken, 
and a presentation made to all students school-wide as part of our recent STEAM Day 
event in addition to a quiz, “How Well Do You Know Your Ologies & Ographies? 
Reflections of this experience will occur with students designing a business card around 



their chosen fields of study:  oceanography, astronomy, mammalogy, cinematography, musicology and cryptology.  Students will 
now revisit their journals and create a ‘bug list’ of things or products in order to provide them with ideas for potential new 
invention ideas. 
 

8-  Students have discussed the notion of what the world would be like without math or 
science, and reviewed curriculum concepts in both of these content areas.  A Type III 
enrichment activity emerged with students exploring creative thinking (S.C.A.M.P.E.R.), 
problem solving, and critical thinking.  They then discussed real-world problems involving 
both math and science and where the two disciplines intersect,  and identified a problem area 
within our school community to focus on:  Redesign of our Lost & Found Using Mathematical 
Equations and Organizational Thinking.  Research was conducted around the science of 
organizational thinking, and mathematical computations around a redesign of this area in our 

school.  A survey around our current lost and found, along with a redesign challenge was created, administered, and analyzed. 
Students presented the work and findings to two seventh grade classes during our recent STEAM Day event.  They will now 
extrapolate their findings and determine their next steps.  Once this project is complete, students will either identify and research 
a well-known mathematician or scientist who’ dared to be different’ or identify a topic around math and/or science of interest to 
them to pursue as an independent study. 

 
F.A.S.T. 8 (Female Advanced Science Team) 
Last year, working with science teacher, Mr. Cote, the team researched and presented 
their findings on the Ecology Center, it’s impact and benefits, to a PAC meeting, 
including the releasing process of the trout, history and timeline of the Salmon Brooks 
in CT,  facts around species of trout, benefits of releasing, and current threats to the 
Salmon Brooks.  Four members expressed an interest in continuing their work this 
school year.  The Female Advanced Science Enrichment Team 8 has continued their 
knowledge and learning around the work of the Ecology Center at GMMS.   They’ve 
interviewed students participating in Fish Kids, as well as science teacher, Mrs. 
Alender, to broaden their knowledge around the Ecology Center and fish studies- 
(ichthyology)!  The F.A.S.T. presented during our recent STEAM Day event and developed an 
Ecology Trivia Game to test their fellow classmates' knowledge around five topics:  plants, 
ichthyology, grades six, seven and eight science curriculum.  The team will now research 
hydroponics, inviting in practicing professionals to speak with us so that we may gain new 
knowledge.  It is hoped that a legacy project can be created considering why this matters and 
what type of a contribution can be made relating to our Ecology Center in the future.  

 
Enrichment 6 
Students have been introduced to Enrichment at GMMS!  They’ve identified their 
preferred learning styles as well as multiple intelligences.  All have taken an interest 
inventory “ If I Ran the School,” and identified their top ten interest areas across 
discipline and content areas.  Of the top ten, they’ve identified one to focus on this year 
as an independent study:  Writing Music, Diseases & Medicine. Designing a Website, 
Doctors, Engineers, Sports Stars, Dinosaurs & Fossils, Outer space, 
Astronauts and Rockets, Architecture, Movie Production, Arts 
(anime/cartooning), and Photography are our focal points.  Ask your 

student what their interest area is and what they are wondering about around this topic!  This 
research and their findings will be incorporated into a project called “ Museum of Me ” to highlight 
who they are as thinkers, learners, makers and creators.  Currently, we are participating in the 
Artifact Box Exchange Network  where students are immersing themselves in learning all about 
Granby, our state and region.  They will collect and create 26 artifacts around various topics and 
their box will be exchanged with a box from another school (town/state/region) in the country. 
It is always exciting to anticipate where our box will travel, and where our partner’s box will 
come from! 
 



 
 

 
Future Problem Solvers 7 & 8 

Seventh and eighth grade future problem solvers have identified one of three global issues (Sleeplessness, 
Living in Poverty, Gamification ), and to create either a two-dimensional piece of art or 1,500-word 
futuristic scenario.  Nonfiction research around a global issue of choice has taken place with scenario 
writers having submitted their piece to the state competition.  Visual artists are completing their work 

and will submit by the deadline of 2/21/20.  Through both their written word and visual art, 
they must show how their character has attempted to solve these future problems set at 
least 25 years into the future.  Following completion of their work, we will pursue a Type II 
investigation incorporating creativity, critical and logical thinking, analyzing and organizing 

data and advanced research skills and reference materials, either collectively in a small 
group (or independent investigation) around a future problem of interest.  Students 

will  be surveyed around their ideas; a few problems already identified are understanding 
the  workings of the adolescent brain/memory or disorders and conditions. 
 
 

Humanities/Nonfiction 8  
Students are researching the contributions of both George 
Washington and Samuel Huntington in an effort to take a stand on a 
controversial historical issue around who should have been 
designated as our first president of the United States.  Students will 
take a side and defend their findings around this issue, what it is and 
why it matters.  Students will now have the opportunity to explore in 
more depth advanced and action research around their Capstone 

topics in an effort to produce a final product rich with information gained during the process.  
 
 


